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Income

Replacement

Benefits (Canada)

When accidents occur, it’s imperative to calculate income replacement benefits (IRB) that are in

accordance  with  the  Statutory  Accident  Benefits  Schedule  (SABS).  That’s  why  so  many

organizations turn to the world’s premier forensic accounting firm, MDD.

We’re  up  to  date  on  the  latest  automobile/accident  legislation  and  arbitrations.  Our  trained

professionals understand the type and scope of documentation required to successfully resolve a

claim, whether it’s for a self-employed individual or corporate employee.

Our experts  investigate all  claims and produce comprehensive reports  that  help insurers  and

lawyers provide a fair and accurate assessment.

Our professionals, and the services we provide, can also help facilitate prompt payment to the

insured.

We provide the following services for accident benefits related matters:

Calculation of income replacement benefits

Computation of interest owing on benefits

Evaluation of claimant’s eligibility

Assessment of dependence – financial and care

Delivery of documentation and reports

Expert and consulting witness testimony

Did you know that we have an Income Replacement Benefits Calculator that you can use to

calculate your client’s benefits?  To find out more, please contact a member of our IRB Team using

the details below. You can also register and/or login here.

https://www.mdd.com/forensic-accounting-services/income-replacement-benefits-canada/
https://tools.mdd.com/irbc/login/
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Accident Benefits for Plaintiffs

When motor vehicle accidents occur, it is important to calculate income replacement benefits that

are in accordance with the Statutory Accident Benefits Schedule (SABS).

In the last five years alone, we have assisted thousands of claimants in assessing benefits owed

under the SABS. Thanks to the 2010 Ontario SABS legislation that requires the insurer to pay up to

$2,500 for assessing income replacement benefits, claimants are able to engage an accountant,

and not be out of pocket for their fees.

We are up to date on the latest automobile/accident legislation and arbitrations, and our trained

professionals understand the type and scope of documentation required to help you successfully

resolve claims for your clients.

Our experts investigate all claims and produce comprehensive reports that help provide a fair and

accurate assessment of benefits owed.

The services that we can assist your clients with include:

Calculation of income replacement benefits

Computation of interest owing on benefits

Evaluation of claimant’s eligibility

Economic Loss sustained by attendant care provider

When you require assistance settling an accident benefits claim, hire MDD.


